Curator’s radar

Our writers look at those artists who are currently attracting curatorial interest from public institutions through inclusion in exhibitions or major acquisitions.
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James Tylor

The combination of Aboriginal-Maori-Anglo photomedia artist James Tylor’s technical ability and intellectual inquiry has catapulted him onto the curatorial radar. Tylor explores Australia’s historical and cultural representation through a socio-political lens. His contemporary investigations are powerfully wrought through the reclamation of historical photographic processes such as albumen, cyanotype and daguerreotype as well as a variety of other early practices.

In 2013, the year of his graduation with a masters of visual art and design (photography) from the South Australian School of Art, Tylor held a solo show of ambrotypes and inkjet prints with Marshall Arts in Adelaide and won the acquisitive Sydney Macquarie Group Emerging Artist Prize with two works from the series. (Deleted scene) From an Untouched Landscape explored the absence of Indigenous artefacts and culture from the Australian farming landscape.

The same series caught the attention of judges in the 2014 Victorian Indigenous Art Awards and the 31st National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Awards. In May, works from his three most recent series were selected for the exhibition Concrete at Monash University Museum of Art.

His trajectory in 2015 continues upward with inclusion in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Visual Arts Festival at the Art Gallery
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Previous page:
Photographer Daniel Mahon met James Tylor in the Botanic Gardens of South Australia, a great source of inspiration for the artist’s work.

Opposite page:
James Tylor, _Erased scenes_ From an Untouched Landscape #13, 2014. Digital print on paper, foam board, synthetic polymer paint and velvet, 50 x 50 x 5cm.

James Tylor was captivated by a “compelling” daguerreotype from his 2013 Voyage of the Waka series, created in response to Charles Darwin’s diary written during an expedition through the South Pacific. The work led her to “discover his deeper repertoire”.

Anderson describes Tylor as “a trained observer of the truth” whose work addresses “the European reconfiguration of Indigenous culture and place in Australia and New Zealand” through “changing the meaning of place”.

Tylor’s newest body of work comprises haunting daguerreotypes shot through with bullet holes for the exhibition _Penumbral Tales_ at Flinders University City Gallery, which will show from 24 July to 20 September 2015. In _Whalers, Sealers and Landstealers (The Well)_, 2014. Recaptured daguerreotypes with 410 and 12 gauge shotgun holes, 11 x 14cm.

Tylor’s technical ability and intellectual inquiry has catapulted him onto the curatorial radar.”

of South Australia in October as well as a solo show with Melbourne’s Vivien Anderson Gallery. Vivien Anderson was captivated by a “compelling” daguerreotype from his 2013 Voyage of the Waka series, created in response to Charles Darwin’s diary written during an expedition through the South Pacific. The work led her to “discover his deeper repertoire”.

Anderson describes Tylor as “a trained observer of the truth” whose work addresses “the European reconfiguration of Indigenous culture and place in Australia and New Zealand” through “changing the meaning of place”.

Tylor’s newest body of work comprises haunting daguerreotypes shot through with bullet holes for the exhibition _Penumbral Tales_ at Flinders University City Gallery, which will show from 24 July to 20 September 2015. In _Whalers, Sealers and Landstealers (The Well)_, 2014. Recaptured daguerreotypes with 410 and 12 gauge shotgun holes, 11 x 14cm.

Tylor’s practice always addresses a personal connection: “my family’s farm in Narrawong, 15 kilometres east of Portland, was originally a part of the Gunditjmara nation … many of the oral histories of the frontier violence towards the Gunditjmara people that took place on our land have been passed down through the many other white landowners to our family.”

Jane Raffan

James Tylor will exhibit _Erased scenes_ From an Untouched Landscape at Vivien Anderson Gallery in November 2015.